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SA making new foreign friends? 
By Anlhoni van Nieuwkerk 

ISOLATED STATES - A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS. Deon 
Geldenhuys. Jonathan Bill, 19m. 7(4 pages including index. R90. 
SOLTH AFRICA'S FOREIGN POLIO - THE SEARCH FOR STA-
TLS AND S E C L R i n 1945-1988, fames Barber and John Barralt. 
Southern. 1990.398 pages including index. R40. 

Two academic contribution*, currently available in most hwk-
shops m South Atnca, look at South Africa's foreign relations under 
apartheid TV authors describe the South African state's elusive search 
for status and va in ly (Barber and Barralt* and its international isola-
tion (Geldenhuv*). ottering useful perspective* and contributing 
towards a broad understanding of South Africa's position in the world 

Neither work, however, attempts to give a perspective on how a 
democratic South Africa will or indeed a n . conduct future foreign 
policy. Obviously, for South Africa to regain international acceptance 
(to be "rehabUitatrtT. as Geldenhuys puts it), 
while minority rule needs to be replaced by a 
popularly elected and democratically account* 
able government 

For Barber and Barralt, the search for inter
national status and security cannot succeed 
through shilling policy and social engineer
ing. "Success will come/' they argue, "only if 
the government abandons its principal aim of 
ensuring the preservation of a white-con
trolled state" Many observers would argue 
(not without Strong disagreement) that since 
De Klerk is following precisely this strategy 
his government is bound to be successful 

South Africa's F&mgn Policy is very readable, 
well researched and gives an informative 
account ol South Africa's foreign policy 
between the vears \HS and 1988 Its mode of 
analysis, using a chronological framework 
and written from a liberal perspective, places 
the work among contemporary history rather 
than political science or international relations 
proper. 

The lack of a pmperlv developed theoretical framework seem* to be 
the book's most glaring omission Altogether three paragraphs were set 
aside for this purp^- [ uept for a reference to foreign pohevmaking 
in South Africa as an "oligarchic-bureaucratic* process there » no dis
cussion of any of the well-known theories of foreign polio -making 

When an academic refrains hum properly explaining her particular 
choice of analytical took, doubt is easilv cast on the validity of the sub
sequent research findings In the case of Barber and Barratt's work, 
dubious assumptions meet the eve For example the\ state that the 
white public, although not part erf foreign policy-making, were aware 
of the broad issues, reacted stronglv to external pressures, and "set a 
mood within which the government operated". 

Current research indicates the opposite. Precisely because the white 
publk was effectively isolated from foreign policy-making, the regime 
had a relatively easy task of manufacturing and manipulating public 
opinion on international issues In this they were well assisted In ^ 
variety of propaganda instruments, notablv the 5ABC. Years of "total 
onslaught" rhetoric, for example, gave rise w extreme levels of misper 
ccption, so much so that most whites today continue to regard our 
neighbours with suspicion. According lo a SA Institute for 
International Affairs survey published under the title "What do we 
think? A survey of while opinion on foreign policy issues'1, most 
whites believe our neighbours lo lie "threatening" and "untruMwor-
thy". 

South Africa's Foreign Policy can therefore broadly be described a* 

tilting into a mainstream conceptual school described bv Peter Vale as 
"episodic", an approach in which little effort is made to develop strong 
analytical frameworks Work in this genre has had little impact either 
on practical foreign pohev outcomes or on the trade of the foreign pol-
K\ analyst Consequently, newly emerging theories in foreign policy 
analysis ^ith potentially nchapplicatuxi value are ignored in favour of 
what Vale calk 'comfortable assumptions of traditional international 
relations" 

How else can one interpret Barber and Barralt s breathtaking conclu-
llofl that "respect for sovereign status, tern tonal integrity* and non
interference in internal aftairs had been the bedrock of the govern
ment * policies over forty years'1 Thi^ might have been the rhetoric, 
but in the ca*c of Southern Africa, the regime's actual foreign 
tvhavxxir made a mockery of the** principles 

Uncritical assumptions like these inevitable lead one to the conclu
sion that the authors clearly do not understand or choose to ignore the 
brutal nature of South Africa's regional foreign policy over the past few 

years: the military invasion of Angola, years 
of meddling in the internal affairs of Namibia, 
support of proxies like Renamo in 
Mozambique, and the use ot sanctions against 
someot our neighbours 

Geldenhuys's /sirfrftaf Sfff/rt, ,i book running 
well into 7(H) pages, has I different focus* It 
deals with a relatively rare concept in interna
tional relations, that ol isolated states, South 
Africa, together with Israel. Chile and Taiwan, 
are described interchangeably as isolated, 
ostracised, or outcast. 

The book Is well organised. In its frame* 
work for analysis, Geldenhuys informs us that 
enforced isolation (unlike sell-imposed isola
tion) is by design a punitive measure applied 
against an offending state It is a means by 
which a group of states of the international 
community at large imposes isolation on the 
offender With this definition in mind, 
Geldenhuys sets out lo propose and apply a 
set of indicators to measure the international 

isolation of states. This he does in chapters 3 -18, covering political and 
diplomatic, economic, military and sooo-cultural isolation. Not sur
prisingly, the study hnds that thts country is (for the moment, anyway) 
the most isolated of the four, and Chile on the w hole the least 

The studv also shows that isolation, howes er severe, has in no case 
been totaL For example. Taiwan n soil officially recognised bv over 2D 
states, and South Africa trades extensively despite widespread « o -
nomic sanctions, and even manages to acquire arms and military tech* 
nologv trom abroad notwithstanding a mandatory embargo. 

How successful in achieving the desired objective was South 
Africa's enforced isolation* In more general terms, is it possible to pre
dict the outcome of the isolation encountered by states like South 
Africa or Israel? Geldenhuys, acknowledging the relevance but also the 
difficulty of answering this question, puts the issue thus: "To what 
extent do the deprivations ot ostracism guide the isolated state's con
duct, whether towards compromise or capitulation?" 

It is to be regretted that Geldenhuys chose not to attempt an answer 
to the question. The debate over the impact ol isolation on the South 
Africa regime's political choices (for example, Namibian independence, 
the release of Nelson Mandela, or the unbanning of the liberation 
movements) is only now beginning, and could have been mure sub
stantial with Geldenhuys's contribution Nevertheless, Isolated State* is 
tm impressive scholarly work. J 
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